The PURE10 is a revolutionary and unique lightweight and highly transparent LED touring screen, which was developed by PRG Projects. Its transparency creates numerous creative solutions for the concert-touring segment, which will seduce the most extravagant and ambitious projects. Due to its feather light carbon structure and its customized dollies for transport, PRG Projects once again reduces the green footprint drastically in terms of transport volume and weight.

Specifications:
- 70% Transparent LED touring screen
- Stackable transport dolly
- Large surfaces / Small transport volume
- Thin, feather light carbon structure

Technical Details:
- Dimensions: 2000 x 1000 mm
  78.74 x 39.37 in
  10 kg/m² // 2.05 lb/ft²
  96 x 192 pixels / frame
- Input: AC 100 – 240V 50/60 Hz 16A
- Output: AC 100 – 240V 50/60 Hz 10A
- Pixel Pitch: 10.4 mm // 0.41 in
- 2500 Nits brightness

Indoor Use Only: Pure 10 with Standard Rigging maximum 7m (or 7 screens) high.
Remark: Additional restraint will be required to resist internal wind loads for taller screens to prevent overloading of the unit section.